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INTRODUCTION

Aging risk evaluations of nuclear power plants using Probabilistic Risk Analyses
(PRAs) involve assessments of the impact of aging structures, systems, and
components (SSCs) on plant core damage frequency (CDF). These assessments can
be used to prioritize the contributors to aging risk reflecting the relative risk potential
of the SSCs. Aging prioritizations are important for identifying the SSCs contributing
most to plant risk and can provide a systematic basis on which aging risk control and
management strategies for a plant can be developed. However, these prioritizations
are subject to variabilities arising from uncertainties in data, and/or from various
modeling assumptions. The objective of this paper is to present an evaluation of the
sensitivity of aging prioritizations of active components to uncertainties in aging risk
quantifications. Approaches for robust prioritization of SSCs also are presented which
are less susceptible to the uncertainties.

The methodology used to perform aging risk-based prioritization of active
components is that described in NUREG/CR-5510.1 Using this; methodology, the
PRA models are separated from component aging models, allowing any PRA to be
used and any aging models to be applied for the components. Minimal cutsets
obtained from standard PRAs are used to calculate single and multiple component
aging risk-importance coefficients. The aging effects are incorporated into component
aging models through changes in component failure rates with age for a given
maintenance, and the consequent changes in component unavailabilities. The age-
dependent component unavailabilities then are combined with component aging risk-
importance coefficients to obtain the increase in CDF due to aging. In this study,
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sensitivity and uncertainty analyses approaches were used to evaluate aging
prioritization sensitivity to a) uncertainties in component aging risk-importance
coefficients, b) uncertainties in aging failure rate data, c) uncertainties in test and
maintenance data, d) component aging failure models, d) plant age, and e) selection
criteria for risk-significant components. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses results are
also used to define aging prioritizations in terms of component groups which are
relatively stable, even when there are large uncertainties in input data. To
demonstrate these approaches, two NUREG-1150 plants, a PWR and a BWR, were
used in the evaluations.

APPROACH

The methodology to prioritize risk from aging components is based on some
average or midpoint values for the input parameters (base case). The prioritized list
of risk-significant components is selected based on some cutoff value for the increase
in CDF due to aging. Uncertainties in component aging risk quantifications can
impact prioritization results in the following ways, a) by altering the individual
rankings of the components, and b) by modifying the list of risk-significant
components, since determinations of both the selection and the ranking of components
are based on criteria related to component aging risk effects.

To address these effects, the approach taken in this study is that for each
component j , the aging rate a}, sensitivity coefficient Sj, replacement interval Lj, and
test interval T: are considered as random variables with corresponding midpoint values
$j, §:, £.., and T^ over possible ranges. For component j , the contribution to CDF
due to aging, A6 =, is estimated. If this contribution is less than some cutoff value e,
the component j is not included in the list of important contributors. While in an
average sense, contribution ACj may be smaller than cutoff value e, the real
contribution AC can be larger than € due to variabilities in input. With 90%
probability, random variables a.-, S-, L, and T are assumed to belong to the intervals

3. i as s SLj, &.* S^ S., L. i ^ s L}, 1^ s Tj £ T.

where

a. = a/10, a, = 10a\, ^ = S/5 S. =

y L - L/2, T. = 21;., Ij = f/2

The bounds on the parameters were obtained from Reference 2. The error
ranges were assigned either to account for plant specific variations in aging and
maintenance data, or to include the PRA uncertainties in aging risk estimates.

The increase in core damage frequency due to aging of component j , AC, may
be calculated, for example, with the formula

considering only single component contributions and assuming a linear aging
behavior.1 Aq: is the unavailability of component j due to aging.



Component j does not belong to the list of important contributors if

Nevertheless, because of uncertainties in the parameters, contribution AC can
be larger then cutoff value e. The probability that component j belongs to the list of
important contributors

can be calculated as a four-dimensional integral with respect to aj, Sj, Tj, and Lj.

By definition

where uj(aj, S-, L, T) is a joint density of random values aj, Sj, Lj, T:. We consider
the case with independent random variables a-, Sj, Lj, and Tj. Therefore density

is a product of the densities <j^ (aj), <̂  (S:), <f^ (Lj), and <̂ T (Tj) for the variables
aj, Sj, Lj, and Tj. For the evaluation of the integral, appropriate densities (lognormal,
loguniform) for the specified random variables may be used. The integral can be
evaluated numerically using standard computer codes.

Data sensitivity evaluations examined the sensitivity of component rankings by
minimizing relevant parameters for the dominant contributors from the base case
(average values for the parameters) and maximizing these parameters for the rest of
the components. The effects of individual parameters were evaluated as well as their
combined effects. Minimal maintenance practice was assumed for the components.
Under minimal maintenance, tests do not alter the aging rates or the age of the
component and renewal is done only at failure. In evaluating the sensitivity of aging
prioritization to component aging models, linear and nonlinear time-dependence were
considered in component aging failure rate behavior. Aging prioritizations based on
these models were compared by defining equivalent mean time to failure (MTTF) for
the components.

SELECTED RESULTS

Table 1 shows component prioritization results summary for a PWR (Plant A)
and a BWR (Plant B). For each plant, the base case utilizes midpoint values for the
variables over possible ranges. The sensitivities of number of risk-significant single
aging contributors to uncertainties in different variables are shown. The combined
effect refers to the case where uncertainties in the variables are correlated to produce
the maximum impact on the number of contributors. Components are considered risk-
significant if CDF contributions due to aging are at least 1% of C (e =* .01C), where



C is the baseline CDF estimated by the PRA. For a single variable, aging rate has the
maximum impact on the number of risk-significant single contributors for both plant
A and Plant B. Uncertainties in test and replacement intervals had no impact on the
number of significant contributors to aging risk for Plant A.

Table 1. Number of Risk-Significant Single Aging Contributors

Plant A

Plant B

Base
Case

27

12

Additional Single Contributors Due to Uncertainties in

Aging
Rate

4

10

Importance
Coefficient

2

9

Replacement
Interval

0

3

Test
Interval

0

6

Combined
Effects

16

13

While only a few additional components are added to the list of risk-significant
aging contributors through the sensitivity analyses, the detailed results (reported in
Reference 3) show that individual component rankings can vary very widely. However,
while the individual component orderings are subject to variations, it is possible to
define component aging prioritizations in terms of broad groups which are relatively
stable. For example, based on the sensitivity analyses for Plant A and Plant B, the
aging risk contributors may be grouped into three categories, 1) components from the
base case which consistently appear in the list of significant contributors in all cases
when single parameter uncertainties are considered, 2) rest of the contributors from
the base case, along with additional contributors from single-parameter sensitivity
analyses, and 3) components which appear as risk-significant only when all parameter
uncertainties are correlated. Table 2 shows the number of risk-significant single
contributors in each category.

Table 2. Component Aging Prioritization Grouping Based on Sensitivity Analysis

Component Category

Group I

Group II

Group III

Plant A

11

21

11

Plant B

11

11

3

Figures 1 and 2 show the likelihood values for the components to be risk-
significant for Plant A and Plant B, respectively, when uncertainties in {aj}, {aj and
Sj}, {a:, Sj, and L:} and {â , S:, L}, and Tj} were included. The probabilities in Figures
1 and 2 refer to the CDF estimates due to aging for the components to be larger than
e (where e = .0l6 and 6 is the baseline CDF calculated by PRA without the aging
effects). For example, in Figure 1, for a component with a base case aging CDF
estimate of le-07, there is approximately a 25% chance of exceeding e. Components
with probabilities of 0.5 or higher are included in the list of risk-significant
contributors from base case evaluation. There are small changes in these probabilities
when curves for a- only and {a: and S} are compared. However, introduction of
uncertainties in Lj and Tj did not appreciably change the probabilities. This
observation applies to both plants.
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Figure 1. Plant A: Prioritization sensitivity to parameter uncertainties
Probability that aging core damage frequency contribution is larger than cutoff (e=1 % C)
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Figure 2. Plant B: Prioritization sensitivity to parameter uncertainties
Probability that aging core damage frequency contribution is larger than cutoff(e=l% C)
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Figure 3. Plaui A: Prioritization sensitivity to cutoff criteria
Probability that aging core damage frequency contribution is largerthan cutoff
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Figure 4. Plant B: Prioritization sensitivity to cutoff criteria
Probability that aging core damage frequencycontributiou is largerthan cutoff



sensitivity and uncertainty analyses approaches were used to evaluate aging
prioritization sensitivity to a) uncertainties in component aging risk-importance
coefficients, b) uncertainties in aging failure rate data, c) uncertainties in test and
maintenance data, d) component aging failure models, d) plant age, and e) selection
criteria for risk-significant components. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses results are
also used to define aging prioritizations in terms of component groups which are
relatively stable, even when there are large uncertainties in input data. To
demonstrate these approaches, two NUREG-1150 plants, a PWR and a BWR, were
used in the evaluations.

APPROACH

The methodology to prioritize risk from aging components is based on some
average or midpoint values for the input parameters (base case). The prioritized list
of risk-significant components is selected based on some cutoff value for the increase
in CDF due to aging. Uncertainties in component aging risk quantifications can
impact prioritization results in the following ways, a) by altering the individual
rankings of the components, and b) by modifying the list of risk-significant
components, since determinations of both the selection and the ranking of components
are based on criteria related to component aging risk effects.

To address these effects, the approach taken in this study is that for each
component j , the aging rate aj, sensitivity coefficient Sj, replacement interval Lj, and
test interval Tj are considered as random variables with corresponding midpoint values
$:, S \ £:, and T\ over possible ranges. For component j , the contribution to CDF
due to aging, AC:, is estimated. If this contribution is less than some cutoff value e,
the component j is not included in the list of important contributors. While in an
average sense, contribution A6j may be smaller than cutoff value e, the real
contribution AC can be larger than e due to variabilities in input. With 90%
probability, random variables aj, Sj, Lj, and X are assumed to belong to the intervals

a, * «j * a,, ^ * Sj s Sj, Lj s L, <; L,, JJ * Tj * f.

where

Sj = a/10, aj = 10a., ^ = SJ5, S.} = 5Sjf

2Ljt Lj = 1/2, T. = 2T,, ^ = f/2

The bounds on the parameters were obtained from Reference 2. The error
ranges were assigned either to account for plant specific variations in aging and
maintenance data, or to include the PRA uncertainties in aging risk estimates.

The increase in core damage frequency due to aging of component j , AC, may
be calculated, for example, with the formula

considering only single component contributions and assuming a linear aging
behavior.1 Aq: is the unavailability of component j due to aging.


